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1 Introduction
The ActiveAdvice project sets out to establish an active advising and decision-support network across
Europe. The aim is to deliver a fully functional, comprehensive digital web and mobile platform for
older adults and their relatives, as well as professionals. The platform features a broad and state-ofthe-art collection on available AAL services and technologies, offered at regional, national and
international level, which are stored in an Intelligent AAL Product & Service Cloud. ActiveAdvice
addresses three main target groups: Older adults and their relatives (AAL2C), businesses (AAL2B), and
governments (AAL2G).
Largely, there is still a distinct lack of information about available solutions for independent living and
active ageing. A cornerstone of the project is to raise awareness and provide comprehensive
information for all stakeholders involved in the field of AAL, in order to integrate them within a
European AAL stakeholder ecosystem. To promote the ecosystem, various channels and tools are
implemented to disseminate information about AAL in general (especially on the ActiveAdvice
Awareness & Information Hub) and about the specific solutions in particular (especially with the help
of digital and human advisors). These channels are not only used to provide knowledge and raise
awareness but also to connect the different stakeholders, enabling them to engage in a discussion and
creation of new partnerships.
This document highlights the dissemination efforts made by the ActiveAdvice consortium and the
project members.

1.1 Report Overview
This report outlines all dissemination activities throughout the ActiveAdvice project life cycle. These
include:
•

A final status report on the activities for online channels – project website, Information &
Awareness Hub, social media presence, newsletters and accessibility guidelines;

•

Printed material – factsheets, brochures, accessibility guidelines;

•

Scientific publications – journal papers, conference proceedings and whitepapers;

•

Events – Scientific conferences, networking events, presentations and workshops.
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2 Online channels
Within the ActiveAdvice project, a variety of online-distributed information was produced in form of
blog articles, decision-support material and target-group specific information material. The project
aimed to make use of a number of different channels to ensure that the three target groups –
consumers (i.e. older adults and their relatives, AAL2C), businesses (AAL2B) and governments (AAL2G)
– were reached within their respective networks. Most of the distribution efforts of the project were
towards online content. Figure 1 presents an overview of the different online channels by category.
For each category, the intended target group(s) is (are) listed. Regarding social media platforms, such
as Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn, they targeted different user groups. Whereas Facebook was the
main platform to target end-users (AAL2C), LinkedIn and Twitter were mainly used to target businesses
(AAL2B) and government (AAL2G) representatives.

Figure 1: Overview online channels
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2.1 Project website
With the start of ActiveAdvice, a project website was created with the aim to be the first step towards
dissemination of the project ideals and goals, especially reaching out to the scientific community, but
also the general public and our three main target groups.

Figure 2: ActiveAdvice project website (home page)

Continuous updates throughout the whole project lifetime, as well as the upload of relevant project
outcomes and dissemination materials, aimed to guarantee public awareness and interest in the
ActiveAdvice environment, as well as the AAL community in general.

Figure 3: ActiveAdvice project website (dissemination)
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Following the Guidelines for dissemination and reach out of the AAL Programme1, the e site s footer
features a k o ledge e t to the NFA a d EC, […] li k to the AAL e site, logos of AAL JP a d
Europea Co
u it . In addition, a Twitter feed, which is described in the following, is integrated
into the footer of the site.
The project website also acts as a reporting tool to the AAL Central Management Unit (CMU) and the
National Funding Agencies (NFA). With a designated account, CMU and NFAs can download all
deliverables from the Project Structure section of the website.

Figure 4: ActiveAdvice project website (deliverable download)

Duri g the proje t s lifeti e, the proje t e site was visited by about 2.700 visitors, with an average
of 1.000 visits per year, and 2.8 visits per day.

2.2 Information & Awareness Hub
The ActiveAdvice Awareness & Information Hub was implemented in May 2017 and provides useful,
market-oriented and up-to-date information fitted to the ActiveAdvice target groups (available at
https://www.activeadvice.eu/). The aim was to improve the visibility of AAL products and services,
especially those developed under the scope of AAL projects, to share user experiences and user stories
about AAL and healthcare products, and to offer market insights provided by the AAL Market
Observatory. It is also an important communication channel to raise awareness on AAL in general and
to provide insights into current events, projects and their outcomes, and other relevant topics in the
area of care and independent living.
Regular blog posts from various experts within and outside of the project consortium, as well as articles
by the AAL Market Observatory, ensure ongoing and constant information flow. Articles are about 500
words long and contain both text and images to showcase the respective topic. Furthermore, keywords

1

See AAL Programme (2014). Guide for Coordinators. Available at http://www.aal-europe.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2015/10/Guide_for_Coordinators_20151014.pdf
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are added to each article for search engine optimization. A template to share with external authors
was created and distributed within the consortium.

Figure 5: ActiveAdvice Awareness & Information Hub

Since the implementation of the Awareness & Information Hub, 90 blog articles have been published
by more than 20 different authors. As an ongoing process, the consortium invites external experts to
write articles. As a first possibility to gather knowledge about experts, the author view provided within
the Awareness & Information Hub lists all authors, most of which are experts within the field of AAL
and smart health. When clicking on the profile of a specific author, a short description as well as the
articles written for the Awareness & Information Hub are displayed, hinting at the area of expertise a
certain expert can offer. Not implemented so far are possibilities to contact these experts directly on
the platform.

Figure 6: ActiveAdvice Awareness & Information Hub articles
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The aim of this blog is to create possibilities to further spread knowledge about AAL and solutions for
active and independent ageing. The main objective of the communication policy is to create awareness
on the ActiveAdvice platform. Awareness is needed to:
•

Generate traffic from all stakeholder groups;

•

Open the door to cooperation, with both offer (to improve, increase the products available),
demand (to generate value through advice and transactions) and with advisors who can
facilitate the process of demand finding the right solution. When a user has discovered the
platform, the objective becomes to activate the user: transform the user from a passive to an
active participation.

The Awareness & Information Hub managed to create a lot of traffic; with about 9.500 views between
May 2017 and November 2018. The blog was visited about 17 times a day in total, and 24 times a day
in 2018. The blog thus can be seen as a very successful communication tool due to the quality of the
authors involved and the articles published.

2.3 Newsletters
To keep the AAL CMU, the scientific community in general and the AAL community in particular, and
the ge eral pu li up to date a out the proje t s progress a d i teresti g a hie e e ts, out o es or
insights, newsletters were regularly published every 3-4 months. A total of 5 newsletters to be
published during the project lifetime were foreseen in the Description of Work (DoW); however, the
ActiveAdvice project doubled this number and provided a total of 10 newsletters (see Table 1 below).
Table 1: ActiveAdvice newsletters
Responsible
Partner

Date

SYNYO

04/2016

SYNYO

The study of AAL user information and needs; ii. Review of existing AAL
care and social platform; iii. Social features and info retrieval; iv. Trust in
06/2016 digital advisory services

Topic

KPIs

Presentation of the project objectives, approach and proje t s tea

n/a

Languages: EN, DE, PT, FR, NL

n/a

Languages: EN, DE, PT, FR, NL
Stakeholder landscape, end-users, Zurich meeting

SYNYO

10/2016

SYNYO

Main Results of the Baseline-Report & Stakeholder and Target Group
01/2017 Report
Languages: EN, DE, PT, FR, NL

SYNYO

04/2017

SYNYO

07/2017

SYNYO, CINT 10/2017

n/a

Languages: EN, DE, PT, FR, NL

Information & Awareness Hub, ICT4AWE, MO Meeting
Languages: EN, DE, PT, FR, NL
AAL Forum & MTR
Languages: EN, DE, PT
AAL Forum & User Tests & Business Invitation
Languages: EN, DE
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SYNYO

01/2018

SYNYO

05/2018

SYNYO

08/2018

SYNYO

11/2018

Consortium Meeting, User Tests, Investors' Event
Languages: EN, DE, PT
ActiveAdvice@ICT4AWE, AAL Forum
Languages: EN, DE, PT, FR, NL
AAL Forum, human advisor workshops, link to guidelines
Languages: EN, DE, PT, FR
AAL Forum, human advisor profile
Languages: EN, DE, PT

46
recipients
60
recipients
64
recipients
n/a

Newsletters were both uploaded on the project website and sent out via MailChimp; however, the
second approach was only initiated in 2017.

Figure 7: ActiveAdvice newsletter for print version (left) and email version (right)

All newsletters are available on the project website on https://project.activeadvice.eu/dissemination/.

2.4 Accessibility Guidelines
The Accessibility Guidelines were defined as documents to provide information and showcase retrieval
for best practices and knowledge on inclusive design and construction, whether for buildings or for
websites. This is mainly important for the government target group, but can also be of relevance for
consumers and businesses. Defined as such, the consortium decided to focus more on the information
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aspect, aiming to provide compact knowledge about AAL solutions, exemplary or best practice
solutions.
The consortium selected three suitable topics for these guidelines in a workshop during the consortium
meeting in Manchester: (i) Dementia (and dementia-friendly products)2, (ii) volunteering3, and (iii)
travelling and journeys4. Our aim was to cover three different but at the same time relevant topics to
older adults and their relatives as well as governmental representatives and businesses. Usage of
simple language was identified as important for all target groups, as well as a storytelling style and a
link to ActiveAdvice itself (especially where products are mentioned). In line with this aim to ensure
plai a d si ple la guage, the a e as ha ged fro
A essi ilit Guides to ActiveAdvice
Guidelines .
The template was optimised for usage online but is also printable. The three guidelines were created
until August 2018 and disseminated online via the project website and the Awareness and Information
Hub (with a total of almost 500 views since their publication) as well as at the AAL Forum 2018.

Figure 8: ActiveAdvice guidelines

The guidelines managed to reach a significant number of viewers - both online and in print - as
indicated in Table 2 below (online).
Table 2: KPIs for the Accessibility Guidelines

2

3

4

Partner

Date

Guideline

KPIs

SYNYO,
YW, ALK

29/08/2018

ActiveAdvice Guidelines: Travelling & Journeys. Available at
https://www.activeadvice.eu/news/activeadvice-guidelinestravelling-journeys/

258
views
(individual)

ActiveAdvice Guidelines: Dementia. https://project.activeadvice.eu/wp-content/uploads/Accessibility-GuideDementia-web.pdf
ActiveAdvice Guidelines: Volunteering. https://project.activeadvice.eu/wp-content/uploads/AccessibilityGuide-Volunteering-web-2.0-1.pdf
ActiveAdvice
Guidelines:
Travelling
&
Journeys.
https://project.activeadvice.eu/wpcontent/uploads/Accessibility-Guide-Travelling-web-2.0.pdf
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SYNYO,
YW, ALK

ActiveAdvice
Guidelines:
Volunteering.
Available
https://www.activeadvice.eu/news/activeadvice-guidelinesvolunteering/

at

18/09/2018

SYNYO,
YW, ALK

ActiveAdvice
Guidelines:
Dementia.
Available
https://www.activeadvice.eu/news/activeadvice-guidelinesdementia/

at

21/09/2018

174
views
(individual)
151
views
(individual)

2.5 Online magazines
During the project lifecycle, two articles were also published in (external) online magazines:
•

Smart Homes Magazines (author: SMH)

•

Slimmere Zorg E-Magazine (author: ALK)

2.6 Social media and other online platforms
In order to reach a large number of potential end-users, as well as a diverse group of stakeholders,
different social media platforms were used to share content and engage with the users. Moreover,
social media platforms helped to promote the content generated on the ActiveAdvice platform, e.g.
news about new entries in the Intelligent Product & Service Could, new registrations of businesses,
organisations, etc., or new blog items on the Awareness & Information Hub, by posting the links of the
aforesaid content.
For this reason, specific social media sharing buttons are displayed under each online article headline
on the Awareness & Information Hub (see Figure 9). This allows blog articles to be shared directly on
social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn) by the user, thus diffusing the content among a
larger social network and ultimately driving more traffic to the ActiveAdvice platform.

Figure 9: Social media buttons on ActiveAdvice Awareness & Information Hub

With the presence on social media platforms, ActiveAdvice can also benefit from the user-generated
content, such as comments placed by users in response to posts by ActiveAdvice. Thus, the exchange
of feedback is facilitated. Since ActiveAdvice is targeting three very different user groups, it is present
on several social media channels in order to maximise the reach. The selection of the three different
social media channels reflects this aspect, with Facebook focusing on potential end-users, and LinkedIn
targeting professionals, while Twitter focuses on both target groups.
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Overall, the efforts of ActiveAdvice with regards to social media presence, has been high throughout
the entire project. Social media posts took place at regular intervals on all three platforms. The
appearance on each platform was professional and the content of every single post was of high quality
(see Figure 10).
For each of the social media platforms – Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn – the performance, based on key
numbers, and a short status report, is offered.

2.7 Twitter
In May 2016, the ActiveAdvice project joined Twitter and has been regularly tweeting news about the
project and AAL in general ever since. This channel aims to address the general public, providing
updates on the project progress and sharing interesting facts and insights from research, development
and related activities in AAL.
Since May 2017, Twitter is also the main channel to promote new articles on the ActiveAdvice
Information & Awareness Hub. In November 2017, ActiveAdvice managed to engage 144 followers,
and a total of 293 tweets were produced. Twitter has been identified as the main important channel
to reach the scientific community, businesses as well as the general public.

Figure 10: ActiveAdvice Twitter page screenshot

2.8 Facebook
Facebook, as one of the biggest social networks, can be a useful tool to reach a broad audience of
members; and with the integration of groups for discussion and exchange, can be used as a tool to
connect and engage stakeholders. On the other side, to successfully maintain a Facebook page, a lot
of effort has to be dedicated to create content and meaningful posts at least two times a week.
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Therefore, we decided to strategically start a Facebook page only when the digital advisory tools are
in a later stage of their development to communicate them to a broader audience using this channel.
Facebook has been identified as one of the most important channels to reach older adults and informal
caregivers because it is a channel where they can also engage in discussions and share experiences
with each other. Thus, we launched the Facebook page as a corporation profile in English in June 2018.
Since then, the page managed to gather 57 followers.

Figure 11: ActiveAdvice Facebook page screenshot

To create a community of Authorised Active Advisors and allow knowledge exchange between them,
as well as between advisors and the AAL2C target group, dedicated Facebook groups (on a national
level) for ActiveAdvice would be an important next step for the dissemination activities. This is also
related with local issues (e.g. language) and is thus depending on the status of the translation of the
solution. Furthermore, the project needs to develop a strategy for the moderation of Facebook groups.

2.9 LinkedIn
In parallel to the Facebook page, a LinkedIn page was created to attract businesses and other
professionals. The page is used to publish interesting articles and activities within the project, and
manages to gain between 30-300 impressions per article.
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Figure 12: ActiveAdvice LinkedIn page
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3 Print material
During the project lifetime, a number of print materials were created for communication purposes in
addition to the above-mentioned ActiveAdvice Guidelines (Accessibility Guidelines). These print
materials were primarily distributed during events, such as the AAL Forum in 2017 and 2018, and, in
addition, also distributed online via the project website.

3.1 Project factsheets & flyers
Two project factsheets were created: One in 2016, with the main focus to inform participants of the
requirements interviews of the ActiveAdvice project. For this purpose, the factsheet was published in
English, German, French, Dutch and Portuguese. The second factsheet was created for dissemination
purposes, mainly at the AAL Forum 2017, and thus was only published in English.

Figure 13: ActiveAdvice factsheet 2016 (left) and 2017 (right)

For the AAL Forum 2018, a flyer was created, with the focus to communicate the proje t s solutio
rather than giving information about the project itself (see Figure 14).
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Figure 14: ActiveAdvice flyer 2018

3.2 Brochures
In addition to the overview of information provided via the factsheets/flyers, two brochures were
created for the AAL Forum 2017 and 2018, respectively. Main content of both flyers is a presentation
of the project itself, its objectives and main features. The brochure 2018 furthermore contained a
presentation of the ActiveAdvice solutions – the digital advisory platform, the human advisor concept
Authorised A ti e Ad isors , a d the guideli es to AAL Solutio s A essi ilit Guideli es .
Additionally, the brochures both contained examples of the personas created during the project, and
information about the consortium.
The brochures, as well as the flyers,
https://project.activeadvice.eu/dissemination/

are
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Figure 15: ActiveAdvice brochure 2017 (left) and 2018 (right)

4 Scientific publications
Besides all the material published on the ActiveAdvice project website, social media platforms and via
the newsletters, the consortium was eminently active within the scientific community. In total, 10
abstracts for various scientific publications were submitted. Thereof, six were published, two are
accepted, one was rejected and one is currently in progress (see Figure 16).

Figure 16: Number of scientific publications
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Figure 17: Number of scientific papers published

In Figure 17 the journals/conference proceedings are listed, with the frequency per paper. A more
detailed list of the scientific publications referring authors, title, journal/proceedings, year and status,
is given in Table 3.
Table 3: Overview of scientific publications
Authors

Title of Paper

Andrea Ch. Kofler

ActiveAdvice:
"Intelligente"
Beratung im Alter

Stefan Ruscher, Bernhard
Jäger, Florian Huber,
Diotima Bertel

Journal
Proceedings

/

Year

Status

Transfer 3

2016

Published

Age-related Safety and Security
– Developing a Novel Threat
and Risk Model for Older Adults

Smarter Lives

2017

Published

Soraia Teles, Diotima
Bertel, Andrea Kofler,
Stefan Ruscher, Constança
Paúl

A Multi-Perspective View on
AAL Stakeholders Needs: A
User-centred
Requirement
Analysis for the ActiveAdvice
European Project

ICT4AWE

2017

Published

Andrea Ch. Kofler, Soraia
Teles, Paul Schmitter,
Stefan Ruscher, Constança
Paúl, Ad van Berlo, Diotima
Bertel

ActiveAdvice: Growing Old Well
with Digital Advice and
Assistive Technologies

Gerontologist

2017

Rejected

Soraia
Teles,
Andrea
Kofler, Paul Schmitter,
Constanca Paul, Stefan
Ruscher, Diotima Bertel

ActiveAdvice:
A
MultiStakeholder Perspective to
Understand
Functional
Requirements of an Online
Advice Platform for AAL
Products and Services

Springer

2018

Published
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Diotima Bertel, Soraia
Teles, Flora Strohmeier,
Pedro
Vieira-Marques,
Paul Schmitter, Stefan H.
Ruscher, Constança Paúl
and Andrea Ch. Kofler

High Tech, High Touch:
Integrating Digital and Human
AAL. Advisory Services for Older
Adults

ICT4AWE

2018

Published

Soraia Teles, Ana Ferreira,
Pedro
Vieira-Marques,
Diotima Bertel, Constança
Paúl & Andrea Ch. Kofler

Trust Requirements for the
Uptake of Ambient Assisted
Living Digital Advisory Services

4th
IPLeiria
International
Health Congress

2018

Published

Diotima Bertel, Soraia
Teles, Flora Strohmeier,
Pedro
Vieira-Marques,
Paul Schmitter, Stefan H.
Ruscher, Constança Paúl
and Andrea Ch. Kofler
(TBD)

The best of both Worlds:
Combining Digital and Human
AAL Advisory Services for Older
Adult

Springer

2018

Accepted
for
publication

Ana Ferreira, Soraia Teles,
and Pedro Vieira-Marques

SoTRAACE for smart security in
Ambient Assisted Living

Journal of Ambient
Intelligence
and
Smart
Environments

2018

Accepted
for
publication

Soraia Teles, Rita Tavares
de Sousa, Diogo Abrantes,
Diotima
Bertel,
Ana
Ferreira, Constança Paúl

Bridging the gaps between
technology and older adults:
insights from a collaborative
workshop
on
R&D
methodologies for Ambient
Assisted Living solutions

-

2018

In progress

5 Events
In addition to the dissemination activities related to publishing and social media interactions, the
ActiveAdvice members of the consortium attended and participated in various events. The following
chapter provides information with regards to these events – scientific and other. The attendance of
su h e e ts as i porta t, i order to disse i ate the proje t s out o es, discuss the project, meet
potential business partners, or create synergies with other projects.
Figure 18 gives an overview of the number of contributions by each partner at the various events
(including scientific and non-scientific) attended throughout the project lifecycle.
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Figure 18: Number of contributions at events per partner(s)

5.1 Scientific conferences
Members of the ActiveAdvice consortium were able to present project outcomes at a number of
scientific conferences, mainly in the countries of the main scientific partners, i.e. SYNYO (Austria),
ZHAW (Switzerland) and CINT (Portugal), but with a focus on international impact. In Figure 19 an
overview of the number of contributions per partner at scientific conferences is given. Figure 20 breaks
down the number of contributions per country.

Figure 19: Number contributions at scientific conferences per partner(s)
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Figure 20: Number of scientific conferences per country

The conferences mentioned above are listed in detail in Table 4, considering partner, date, medium
and reference, and country.
Table 4: Visited scientific conferences
Partner

Date

Medium & reference

Country

ZHAW

16/02/2016

Presentation of the ActiveAdvice Project.

Switzerland

29/11/2016

Presentation Age-related Safety and Security – Developing a Novel
Threat and Risk Model for Older Adults at Smarter Lives 2016,
Innsbruck.
https://www.smarter-lives.eu/en/previousevents/smarter-lives-2016/

Austria

07/04/2017

A ti eAd ice - i tellige te Beratu g i Alter ; prese tatio at
o fere e „ . Tagu g FM Perspekti e : FM i Health are .
https://www.zhaw.ch/storage/lsfm/institutezentren/ifm/fachtagungen/2017-fm-perspektiven-programm.pdf

Switzerland

29/04/2017

Presentation at 3rd International Conference on Information and
Communication Technologies for Ageing Well and e-Health (ICT4AWE
2017). http://www.ict4ageingwell.org/?y=2017

Portugal

CINT

22/03/2018

Presentation at 4th International Conference on Information and
Communication Technologies for Ageing Well and e-Health (ICT4AWE
2018).

Portugal

CINT

0915/04/2018

Semana de reabilitação urbana de Lisboa: Cidade, Cultura &
Envelhecimento Ativo – A Oportunidade

Portugal

20-04-2018

4. Tagung FM Perspektiven: FM Perspektiven FM in Healthcare:
I o atio e digital; prese tatio „A ti eAd i e - Onlineplattformen
u d
i tellige te
Beratu g
i
Alter .
https://www.zhaw.ch/storage/lsfm/institutezentren/ifm/fachtagungen/2018-fm-perspektiven-programm.pdf

Switzerland

SYNYO

ZHAW,
SYNYO

CINT

ZHAW,
SYNYO
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CINT

1112/05/2018

4th i ter atio al health o gress Leiria; prese tatio
Trust
Requirements for the Uptake of Ambient Assisted Living Digital
Ad isor Ser i es .

Portugal

In addition, project partners presented two posters at poster sessions at the AAL Forum 2017 and
2018, respectively.
Table 5: Poster presentations
Partner

Date

Medium & reference

Country

SYNYO,
CINT, ALK,
YW, SMH,
ZHAW

04/10/2017

Poster prese tatio Perso a Spe ifi atio To ards a User-centred
Design: Impacts on User and Functional Requirements for the
A ti eAd i e De isio Support Platfor
at AAL Foru
.
https://www.aalforum.eu/previous-forums/aal-forum-2017/

Portugal

CINT,
SYNYO, CYB

25/09/2018

Poster prese tatio Bridgi g the gap et ee te h olog a d
older adults: Insights from a workshop conducted at the AAL Forum
at AAL Foru
.

Spain

Table 6: Workshops
Partner

Date

Medium & reference

Country

YW, SMH,
ALK

03/10/2017

Workshop Ha ds-o pra ti e of alue propositio a as as a tool
to de elop i o ati e fi a ial
odels at AAL Foru
.
https://www.aalforum.eu/previous-forums/aal-forum-2017/

Portugal

CINT.
CYB.
SYNYO

03/10/2017

Workshop
Ho to ake the pro ess of UCD easier i AAL proje ts:
increasing adoptio
through UCD
at AAL Foru
.
https://www.aalforum.eu/previous-forums/aal-forum-2017/

Portugal

SYNYO

04/10/2017

Project presentation & discussion at workshop 13 Buildi g trust a d
o fide e i the perfor a e of the AAL arketpla e at AAL Foru
2017. https://www.aalforum.eu/previous-forums/aal-forum-2017/

Portugal

24/09/2018

Workshop
High Tech, High Touch: Authorized Active Advisors as
mediators between AAL providers and o su ers at AAL Foru
.
https://www.aalforum.eu/programme/full-programme/tues-16001730/?workshop=2

Spain

CINT,
CYB, YW,
SYNYO

5.2 Non-scientific events and public presentations
In addition to scientific conferences, the consortium aimed to collect input and insights from an outside
perspective in attending networking events, giving presentations and carrying out workshops or more
interactive presentations.
Figure 21 enumerates the number of events per type: workshop, presentation, networking event. Note
that not all attendances ere spe ified i the data set a d are listed as ot spe ified .
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Figure 21: Number of events per type

In Figure 22 the same events from Figure 21 are apportioned to the countries in which they were held.
As it can be observed not all partner countries are listed (e.g. Austria and Switzerland). Since these
partners were focused on the scientific dissemination activities of the project, their efforts were geared
more towards the scientific community (see chapter 4). Note, that not all countries were specified in
the data set. These are la elled as ot spe ified i Figure 22.

Figure 22: Number of events by country

The events listed above are distributed by partners in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Number of events by partner(s)

Table 7 offers a detailed list regarding the participation at networking events and public presentations.
These are categorised by partner, activity, data and medium and reference.
Table 7: Participation in networking events & public presentations
Partner

Activity

Date

Medium & reference

2016

CYB

Networking
events

various

Presentations Fibre to the Home Conference at Excel Centre.
Presentation to the Cumbria Telehealth Group, Integrated
Care Community, NHS Cumbria, Cumbria 3rd Sector
Network, INCA Councils Workshop (UK).

SMH

Workshops

various

Guided tours i the S artest House of S art Ho es,
tours, 663 total visitors (Netherlands).

SYNYO

Networking
event

26/09/2016 27/09/2016

Dis ussio a d e ha ge at ICT Proposer s Da
participants (Slovakia).

ALK &
SMH

Networking
event

16/11/2016 17/11/2016

Stand at Smart Homes Beurs Domotica & Slim Wonen, ca.
1.500 participants (Netherlands).

, a.

2017
CYB

Project
presentation /
dissemination

03/01/2017

Presentation at wellbeing@home (UK).

CYB

Networking
event

23/01/201724/01/2017

Networking at the IoT Tech Expo Global, London (UK).
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ALK

Project
presentation /
dissemination

14/02/2017

Event on innovations for municipality in the region, ca. 40
visitors (Netherlands).

ZHAW

Project
presentation /
dissemination

16/05/2017

MaMi IFM - AAL ActiveAdvice (Switzerland).

ALK

Presentation

30/09/2017

Lunch session on EU projects, ca. 20 participants
(Netherlands).

SYNYO,
CINT,
ALK,
SMH,
CYB, YW

Networking
event

02/10/201704/10/2017

Exhibitor
at
the
AAL
Forum
2017:
https://www.aalforum.eu/previous-forums/aal-forum2017/exhibitors (Portugal)

ALK

Presentation

17/10/2017

Local policy meeting, 8 participants (Netherlands).

SYNYO

Networking
event

09/11/2017 –
10/11/2017

SMH &
ALK

Networking
event

14/11/2017

Sta d at the
uildi gs , a.

ALK

Networking
event

16/11/2017

Presentation at the national event EHealth (Rotterdam), ca.
25 participants (Netherlands).

ALK

Presentation

04/12/2017

Presentation at regional event EHealth and care (Alkmaar),
35 participants (Netherlands).

ALK &
SMH

Networking

04/12/2017

Meeting on innovations for municipalities, 8 participants
(Netherlands).

ALK

Networking
event

04/12/2017

Local & regional civil and administrative coordination
conferences, 35 participants (Netherlands).

ALK

Presentation

15/12/2017

Network talk Zo-dichtbij, 4 participants (Netherlands).

Dis ussio a d e ha ge at ICT Proposer s Da
participants (Hungary).

, .

o fere e S art Ho es a d intelligent
parti ipa ts Netherla ds .

2018

SYNYO

Networking
event

15/02/2018

Networking dinner after the AAL Info Day by the Austrian
Research Promotion Agency with members of the AAL
Market Observatory and AAL NCPs, ca. 10 participants
(Austria).

YW

Networking
event

28/03/2017

Networking at SEAS2Grow (Brussels), ca. 200 participants
(Belgium).

ALK

Networking
event

30/05/2018

In person meetings with social support employees, client
support organizations and the expert centre for carers in
Alkmaar, 35 participants (Netherlands).

ALK

Public
presentation /
dissemination

14/06/2018

National congress of SocialWeb conference on innovation in
the social domain, ca. 50 participants (Netherlands).

SYNYO,
CINT,
ALK, CYB,
YW

Networking
event

24/09/201826/09/2018

Exhibitor
at
AAL
Forum
2018.
https://www.aalforum.eu/news/exhibitors-2018/ (Spain)
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CINT

Public
Presentation

09/10/2018

º Meeti g
(Portugal)

Care De

– Dementia caregiver support

SMH

Presentation /
workshop

04/10/2018

Presentation/workshop at
participants (Netherlands).

Hogeschool

Zuyd

NL,

15

6 Other media
All dissemination material published on media channels that could not be clearly assigned to a specific
category mentioned above are listed here (see Table 8)
Table 8: List of other media
Type

Partner(s)

Date

Title / description

Project Logo

SYNYO

01/03/2016

-

Website
entry

SYNYO

01/04/2016

Project description

Website
entry

ALK

01/05/2016

n/a

Newsletter

CINT

01/06/2016

Newsletter in CINTESIS website

Online short
article

CINT

n/a

News in UNIFAI web page

Online short
article

CINT

n/a

News in CASO 50 +

Online short
article

CINT

n/a

News in ICBAS website

Website
entry

SMH

n/a

Project presentation

Website
entry

SYNYO

08/11/2016

Advisory and Decision Support in AAL

Article

CINT

30/04/2017

What can Technology do for Older Adults?

Article

ZHAW

01/05/2017

Report on ActiveAdvice in Heime und Spitäler. Fachzeitschrift
für
Geeschäftsund
Pflegeleitung,
Küchenchefs,
Verantwortlice Haustechnik und Einkauf Nr 2

Interview

CINT

09/05/2017

Interview to Antena 1 radio, programme 90 segundos de
Ciência [90 seconds of Science]

Website
entry

SYNYO

01/04/2016

ActiveAdvice project overview

Article

SYNYO

04/04/2016

A novel Cloud of AAL Products and Services

Article

SYNYO

04/04/2016

Studying AAL User Information Needs

Article

SYNYO

17/11/2016

Structuring the Stakeholder Landscape

Article

SYNYO

11/04/2017

Developing the ActiveAdvice Information & Awareness Hub
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Article

SYNYO

01/07/2017

ActiveAdvice in benefit. Opportunity through demographic
change

Article

SYNYO

01/03/2018

Results of End-User Tests 1st Loop

Article

EXTERNAL

20/06/2018

Link to ActiveAdvice

7 Expert & Advisory Board
In order to gather insights and feedback from experts, an Expert & Advisory Board (EAB) was installed
at the project start, based on the support collected with Letters of Support at the proposal stage of
ActiveAdvice. These experts have been involved throughout the project lifetime: During the
requirements engineering phase, experts have been invited as interview partners (see Table 9). The
participants marked in grey were interviewed.
Table 9: EAB (requirement interviews)
Organization Name

Type

Country

Contact Name

Anziani e non solo soc. Coop.

NGO

Italy

Licia Boccaletti

Age & Opportunity – Marino Institute of Education

End
User

Ireland

Patricia Forde

Aging Office 50+

NGO

Portugal

Maria Joao Tinoco da Costa
Azevedo

City of Karlskrona

Public

Sweden

Tore Almlöf

City of Rijeka

Public

Croatia

Zeljko Juric

Design 4 All Foundation

End
User

Spain

Francesc Aragall

Eticas Research & Consulting

SME

Spain

Dr. Gemma Galdon Clavell

Info-handicap

NGO

Nationaal Ouderenfonds

End
User

Luxembo
urg
Netherla
nds

Regione Umbria

Public

Italy

Carla Casciara

Univers
ity
End
User
End
User

Luxembo
urg

Djamel Khadraoui

Italy

Marco Antomarini

Austria

Georg Aumayr

Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology
COOSS Marche Onlus
Johanniter Österreich Ausbildungs und Forschung
gemeinnützige GmbH

Silvio Sagramola
Nina van der Vaart

In addition, two EAB meetings with members of the Expert & Advisory Board were held, providing
valuable input and feedback to the ActiveAdvice project.
•

02 October 2017 | Coimbra (present members of the EAB: Francesca Cesaroni, Georg Aumayr)

•

09 July 2018 | Antwerp (present members of the EAB: Francesca Cesaroni, Roland Pouillie,
Willeke van Staalduinen)
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These meetings provided valuable expert feedback from an outside perspective, and helped to shape
the technical solution, as well as the exploitation strategy.
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8 Conclusion
When ActiveAdvice was initiated, the project team intended to raise awareness for AAL products and
service solutions, to raise the knowledge and to facilitate the building up of networks. This, of course,
has been also the intention of many other AAL funded projects. For ActiveAdvice the challenge as well
as the opportunity lay in the idea to integrate for the first time all possible stakeholders and with that
provide different information in different formats beyond the idea of implementing an intelligent AAL
product and service platform.
The above-presented summary confirms the various different activities of the project team with
respect to a multi-stakeholder integration, under the premise to use as many channels as possible to
distribute, connect and inform the various stakeholders, with respect to the content density and level.
The scientific activities (presentations and publications) helped to promote the AAL initiative, in
general, as well as the ActiveAdvice platform, in particular, within the scientific community. We
successfully argued for a multi-stakeholder approach and we challenged the up-to-date oftenneglected reflection on the user perspective. We presented our results on various different events,
organized by the EU (AAL Forum) as well as by our project partners. These events, on the one hand,
addressed AAL specialists and on the other hand, helped to bridge the gap between science and endusers, businesses and governments. We successfully represented ActiveAdvice – and with that AAL in
general – on social media. Here again, the attempt was to be connected with as many stakeholders as
possible. The relative high number of website visits on the Awareness & Information Hub is a proof of
this success (see chapter 2.2).
The project highly profited from a consortium being aware and willing to live out the principles of
ActiveAdvice. It successfully integrated the different competencies, accesses to distribution channels
and understandings of stakeholder needs.
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Annex: Accessibility Guidelines
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